
 

 

 

April 30, 2017 

 

Illinois Commerce Commission 

Michael A. Bilandic Building 

160 N. LaSalle Street, Suite C-800 

Chicago, Illinois 60601 

Re: Illinois NextGrid – Input Regarding Facilitation 

Dear Commissioners and Commission Staff: 

We wish to commend the Illinois Commerce Commission on establishing the collaborative NextGrid 

process. The electric utility industry is undergoing significant change, and this transformation will likely 

continue and accelerate as new technologies alter the way in which electricity is generated, transmitted, 

and distributed as well as bought, sold, and consumed. By being proactive, the Commission has taken an 

important first step to ensure that Illinois continues its progressive energy policy leadership. 

Our Proposed Team 

Inova Energy Group, working in partnership with Gade Environmental Group and the Abrams 

Environmental Law Clinic at the University of Chicago Law School, is interested in serving as the facilitator 

for the NextGrid process, and we ask that you consider our team for this important assignment. Combined, 

our team has broad experience in statewide energy policy and planning, direct knowledge of Illinois’ energy 

issues, and both recent and extensive experience managing collaborative stakeholder processes. 

Additional information regarding each of our team members follows. 

Inova Energy Group provides management consulting, strategic 

planning, and project delivery solutions in the areas of energy and 

sustainability. Based in Chicago, Illinois, Inova helps clients identify 

opportunities and realize value through program and resource optimization, 

performance management, and stakeholder engagement. From the 

development of energy plans to policy support and program services, Inova is a full-service energy 

consulting firm for government clients, utilities, and the private sector. 

As one example, Inova recently supported the Iowa Economic Development Authority and the Iowa 

Department of Transportation in the development of the Iowa Energy Plan. The plan includes 15 objectives 

and 45 strategies that propose a balanced approach to encourage growth in all of Iowa’s energy sectors, 

while emphasizing sustainable practices, economic development, and the research and development 

required to keep Iowa on the leading edge of energy innovation. Inova’s approach to development of the 

Iowa Energy Plan involved completing an assessment of current and future energy supply and demand, an 

examination of existing energy policies and programs, and identification of emerging energy challenges 

and opportunities. In addition, in the spirit of collaboration and inclusiveness, Inova led a comprehensive 

stakeholder engagement process that included a series of energy forums held throughout the state, 

establishing a platform for public comments, and facilitating working group discussions focused on the 

areas of economic development and energy careers, Iowa’s energy resources, transportation and 

infrastructure, and energy efficiency and conservation with a variety of subtopic focus areas. 



 

 

 

Inova Energy Group was also retained by the Missouri Department of Economic Development to develop 

Missouri’s first Comprehensive State Energy Plan. The plan charts a course toward a sustainable and 

prosperous energy future that will create jobs and improves the quality of life for Missourians. In developing 

the plan Inova assessed current and future energy supply and demand, compiled a comprehensive policy 

inventory, analyzed environmental and public health effects, and assessed economic opportunities and 

impacts. Inova also coordinated a series of public meetings held throughout Missouri, the establishment of 

a steering committee, and the engagement of over 300 key stakeholders to gather information, solicit 

feedback, and to better understand needed energy priorities. As part of Inova’s work, the American Council 

for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE) featured Missouri’s Comprehensive State Energy Plan 

development process and lessons learned as a published paper. In addition, in its 2016 State Energy 

Efficiency Scorecard, ACEEE named Missouri as a “most-improved” state citing the plan as one of the 

primary factors for the state’s improvement. 

Gade Environmental Group, LLC is an international consulting 

firm located in Chicago that provides legal and strategic advice 

on environmental and energy issues including energy efficiency, 

sustainability, climate change, and air, water, and waste pollution 

for a wide array of corporate, NGO, and government clients. With over forty years of experience in federal 

and state government and with private sector clients, Gade specializes in finding solutions to complex policy 

and regulatory issues. 

Mary Gade has served as the chair of numerous high-profile and high-stakes stakeholder processes in 

which she provided facilitation, guidance and strategic direction. Most recently, she co-chaired the National 

Climate Assessment Sectors Working Group for the U.S. Global Change Research Program, building a 

leadership team, identifying other partners, and establishing goals, timelines and responsibilities that 

contributed to the successful launch of a nationally significant report. Gade received national recognition 

for chairing the Ozone Transport Assessment Group (“OTAG”), which consisted of 37 states and more than 

1000 stakeholders from environmental groups to every major U.S. industry sector, as the group examined 

the science, economics, societal and policy aspects of a complex regional air management issue; Gade 

ultimately brought the group to consensus after a two-and-a-half-year process.  

The Abrams Environmental Law Clinic at the University of Chicago 
Law School, in conjunction with its colleagues at the Energy Policy 

Institute at Chicago, develops innovative policy solutions to address 

significant energy and environmental challenges. The Clinic is led by 

Associate Clinical Professor of Law, Mark Templeton, who oversaw the state energy office in Missouri and 

the state’s deployment of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funds for energy and 

environmental projects. The Clinic’s co-instructor and approximately 16 law students are engaged in 

supporting the Clinic’s work each year. 

Recent examples of the Clinic’s efforts include the following: 

• Wrote “Freeing Energy Data,” a guide for regulators to reduce one barrier to residential energy 

efficiency. For this effort, the Clinic researched and proposed a slate of solutions to advance access to 

residential energy data while addressing privacy concerns and financial interests. 

• Developed and presented to the Illinois Pollution Control Board and stakeholders various compliance 

considerations for Illinois with respect to the Clean Power Plan. 



 

 

 

• On behalf of former state utility regulators, filed a friend-of-the-court brief about traditional state 

regulation of electricity in North Dakota v. Heydinger, a case about the validity of Minnesota’s Next 

Generation Energy Act. 

• Working with University of Chicago’s Milton Friedman Professor of Economics Michael Greenstone, 

commenting in several on-going proceedings about the correct use of the social cost of carbon. 

Our Proposed Approach 

Our multidisciplinary team has facilitated complex stakeholder processes, including public engagement 

efforts, on energy and environmental policy for governments, utilities, and businesses. Through our 

experiences and past efforts, we have developed a methodology, tools, and systems for proactively 

engaging stakeholders and ensuring the effective exchange of thoughts and ideas. 

In our experience, we have found that participation by a wide variety of stakeholders results in the most 

effective energy planning processes. Broad participation facilitates information sharing, promotes the 

consideration of a wide range of options and related tools, and enables participants to understand how their 

efforts fit into the overall goals and objectives of the initiative.  

We recommend that the Illinois Commerce Commission identify upfront its stakeholder engagement 

objectives for various points throughout the overall process. With the objectives defined, the approach to 

stakeholder engagement can then be determined. In addition, we also believe that stakeholders need to be 

engaged both early and throughout the process. For instance, when engaged early in the process, 

stakeholders can provide direction and high-level thoughts and perspectives. When engaged later, 

stakeholders can provide more detailed and specific feedback on preliminary strategies, materials, and 

draft documents. Stakeholders also may have their own preferences for when they engage. By providing 

opportunities for engagement early and often, each stakeholder will be able to contribute when it thinks it 

can add the most value. 

As a suggestion, our team also recommends developing “stakeholder registry” early in the process (i.e., a 

matrix that identifies the names and affiliations of each stakeholder, their areas of interests, and their levels 

of influence). This stakeholder registry can help classify stakeholders to ensure variety in opinions and that 

there are no gaps in the expertise involved in the process. 

For the Illinois NextGrid initiative, we recommend the establishment of a steering committee, several 

working groups, and other opportunities for comment and participation including opportunities for public 

comment. The steering committee would be charged with further refining the goals and objectives of 

NextGrid and determining which strategies and recommendations should be included in the final report. 

Working groups would support the steering committee by focusing on specific topic areas and providing 

their insight, experience, and expertise to the effort. Finally, other opportunities for comment and 

participation would allow all other stakeholders, interested parties, and the public to have an opportunity to 

provide their comments and opinions. Combined, these efforts will increase transparency, help to build 

credibility, and aid in the development of a final report that outlines relevant issues, opportunities and 

challenges, and provides a range of recommendations. 

In summary, our approach to stakeholder engagement would be grounded on strategies that have proven 

successful in the past: 



 

 

 

• Clarify Scope of Work: Our team’s approach to stakeholder engagement will be customized to meet 

the Illinois Commerce Commission’s needs, objectives, and desired outcomes for the NextGrid 

process.  

• Classify Stakeholders’ Interests: Participating stakeholders will be asked to complete a short survey 

to self-classify themselves and identify their priorities and areas of concern. This will also be an 

opportunity for them to tell us about their level of interest with different attributes of the initiative. Finally, 

this process will allow us to keep a comprehensive database of stakeholder participation which will be 

a valuable tool resulting from the effort. 

• Communicate Frequently: The team will provide participating stakeholders with updates on the 

process and will allow for comments to be provided via different platforms (email, in-person sessions, 

online project platform, etc.). 

• Ensure Trust and Transparency: This will be done by being proactive in communications and 

collecting insights without interpretation or paraphrasing. 

• Leverage the Experience of Seasoned Facilitators: A facilitator can help identify who should be 

involved, sort through the challenges associated with including each group, manage interpersonal 

relationships once all stakeholders are together, and pave the way for including decision makers at 

critical points in the process. 

Conclusion and Next Steps 

Included with this letter are resumes for our team’s key personnel that we propose to provide leadership, 

management, and expertise to the initiative. As you further define the NextGrid facilitator role and 

corresponding responsibilities, our team would appreciate the continued opportunity to provide additional 

and more specific information on a proposed scope of work, our experience and capabilities, and a 

proposed budget, including pro bono time that we may be able to allocate to the effort. 

We look forward to the possibility of working with you on this important initiative. 

Sincerely, 

 

     

William S. Haas , Principal 

Inova Energy Group 

 Mary Gade, President 

Gade Environmental Group, 

LLC 

 Mark Templeton, Director 

Abrams Environmental Law 

Clinic 

 



 

William S. Haas, LEED AP 
Principal 

 

Biography 
Mr. Haas is a Principal and Founding Member at Inova Energy Group where he holds 

responsibilities for overall business management, company growth, and project execution. He 
is an energy and sustainability professional with over 14 years of experience in environmental 
science, policy, and management.  

Throughout his career Mr. Haas has overseen some of the country’s largest and most 
respected energy efficiency and renewable energy programs, developed and implemented 

effective state and local policies, and facilitated large groups of diverse stakeholders within 
complex regulatory environments. His specialties include large-scale program deployment 
and management, business and sustainability strategies, and policy analysis and regulatory 

development. 

Prior to founding Inova, Mr. Haas was the national Director of Energy Programs for CB&I 
(formerly The Shaw Group) where he was responsible for developing business plans and 

strategy for the practice while securing over $40 million in booked revenue for energy 
programs contracts. Before joining CB&I, Mr. Haas served as Energy Division Representative 
for the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity where he managed 

energy efficiency and renewable energy grant and rebate programs, performed legislative 
analysis, assisted with implementation of the state’s Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Portfolio Standards, and worked to develop and expand the renewable energy sector and 

corresponding supply chain. 

Mr. Haas holds an MPA in Environmental Science and Policy from Columbia University in New 

York, New York and a BA in Environmental Science from Lawrence University in Appleton, 
Wisconsin. 

  

 
HIGHLIGHTS 
• Over 14 years of experience in energy efficiency and renewable energy policy and programs 
• Directly managed over $500 million in energy incentive funds for utility, state, and local 

government clients 
• Oversaw the delivery of 2.5 billion kWh in annual energy savings to more than 1.6 million 

customers 
• Experience navigating complex regulatory environments with multiple stakeholder groups and 

conflicting interests 

EDUCATION 

• MPA, Environmental Science and Policy, Columbia University, New York, NY 

• BA, Environmental Science, Lawrence University, Appleton, WI 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
• Phone: 312.316.9279 
• Email: whaas@inovaenergygroup.com 
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Project Experience 
 

Inova Energy Group is supporting the 
development of an end-to-end data tracking 

solution for PECO which includes, project 
management, configuration, customization, 
training, hosting, and support. During the early 

steps of the project, Inova led a series of 
meetings with numerous system users and 
stakeholders to introduce the objectives of the 

project and understand the needs and expectations of users. These needs were converted 
into system requirements that were used to customize the platform. In addition, the scope of 
work includes programming PECO’s energy efficiency and the demand response portfolio, 

and then inputting information for all measures contained within the Philadelphia Technical 
Reference Manual. 

 

Inova Energy Group supported the Iowa 
Economic Development Authority and the Iowa 

Department of Transportation in the 
development of the Iowa Energy Plan. The plan 
includes 15 objectives and 45 strategies that 

propose a balanced approach to encourage 
growth in all of Iowa’s energy sectors while 
emphasizing sustainable practices, economic 

development, and the research and 
development required to keep Iowa on the 
leading edge of energy innovation. 

Inova’s approach to development of the Iowa Energy Plan involved completing an 
assessment of current and future energy supply and demand, an examination of existing 
energy policies and programs, and identification of emerging energy challenges and 

opportunities. In addition, in the spirit of collaboration and inclusiveness, Inova led a 
comprehensive stakeholder engagement process that included a series of energy forums held 
throughout the state, establishing a platform for public comments, and facilitating working 

group discussions focused on the areas of economic development and energy careers, Iowa’s 
energy resources, transportation and infrastructure, and energy efficiency and conservation 
with a variety of subtopic focus areas. 

For this project Ms. Haas served as Project Manager with responsibilities for all aspects of 
project development and execution. 

 

PROJECT:  PECO Tracking System 

ROLE:  Training Manager 

CLIENT:  PECO, Philadelphia, PA 

DATES:  November 2016 – Present 

PROJECT:  Iowa Energy Plan 

ROLE:  Project Sponsor and 
Assistant Project 
Manager 

CLIENT:  Iowa Economic 
Development Authority, 
Des Moines, IA 

DATES:  November 2015 – 
December 2016 
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Inova Energy Group was retained by the 
Missouri Department of Economic Development 

to develop Missouri’s first Comprehensive State 
Energy Plan, which was released in October 
2015. The Plan charts a course toward a 

sustainable and prosperous energy future that 
will create jobs and improves the quality of life 
for Missourians. 

In developing the plan Inova assessed current 
and future energy supply and demand, compiled 

a comprehensive policy inventory, analyzed environmental and public health effects, and 
assessed economic opportunities and impacts. Inova also coordinated a series of public 
meetings held throughout Missouri, the establishment of a steering committee, and the 

engagement of over 300 key stakeholders to gather information, solicit feedback, and to 
better understand needed energy priorities. 

As part of Inova’s work, the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy featured 

Missouri’s Comprehensive State Energy Plan development process and lessons learned as a 
published paper. 

Mr. Haas served as Project Manager for this project directly managing a team of over 15 policy 
analysts, engineers, designers, and planners while holding responsibility for overall project 
execution and development of policy recommendations for the state that are actionable and 

deliver lasting value to Missouri residents and businesses. 

 

Mr. Haas serves as Technical Advisor for a 
market research project with the California 
Energy Commission that aims to understand 

the social, cultural, and behavioral aspects that 
affect Hispanics’ decisions to purchase energy 
efficient technologies, and behaviors 

associated with operating these technologies 
once installed. Consisting of just over 38% of 
California’s population, Hispanic households 

have historically had low participation in 
energy efficiency programs and are 
considered hard-to-reach customers. Inova’s 

project uses a combination of research techniques including interviews with industry experts, 
energy use journals, in-home interviews with Hispanic households, and an analysis of energy 
usage data to advance the understanding of Hispanic beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions 

about energy efficiency. 

PROJECT:  Missouri Comprehensive 
Statewide Energy Plan  

ROLE:   Project Manager 

CLIENT:  Missouri Department of 
Economic Development, 
Jefferson City, MO 

DATES:  August 2014 – October 
2015 

PROJECT:  Capturing Cultural 
Diversity in California - 
Residential Energy 
Efficiency Potential 

ROLE:  Technical Advisor 

CLIENT:  California Energy 
Commission, Sacramento, 
CA 

DATES:  May 2015 – May 2018 
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The Energy Resources Center at the University 
of Illinois at Chicago (ERC) provides 
comprehensive and cutting edge solutions for 

energy and environmental challenges in the 
institutional, industrial, and commercial 
sectors. Mr. Haas managed a project to 

provide ERC personnel with a comprehensive, 
two-day training on best practices in energy 
program design and implementation. The 

training focused on performance management, marketing and outreach, and stakeholder 
engagement strategies in order to improve ERC’s approach to energy program delivery. 

 

The Illinois Clean Energy Community 
Foundation (ICECF) was established in 

December 1999 as an independent foundation 
with a $225 million endowment provided by 
Commonwealth Edison. ICECF’s mission is to 

improve energy efficiency, advance the 
development and use of renewable energy 
resources, and protect natural areas and 

wildlife habitat in communities all across 
Illinois. Mr. Haas managed a project to provide the ICECF Board of Directors with a training 
session on renewable energy technologies and best practices in renewable energy program 

design. 

 

Mr. Haas managed a project with a confidential 
client to advance advocacy efforts in the state 
of Ohio with regard to energy efficiency and 

renewable energy policy. These efforts were in 
response to a legislative effort that would 
negatively impact utility-funded energy 

efficiency and renewable energy programs. 

 

Focus on Energy is Wisconsin utilities’ 
statewide energy efficiency and renewable 
energy program that provides over $100 

million in annual energy efficiency and 
renewable energy incentives. As Program 
Director Mr. Haas oversaw all aspects of the 

project including budget, revenue, staffing, 
program design, program delivery, and 

PROJECT:  Focus on Energy Program 
Administration  

ROLE:  Program Director 

CLIENT:  Wisconsin PSC, Madison, 
WI 

DATES:  April 2011 – July 2013 

PROJECT:  Renewable Energy Training 

ROLE:  Project Manager 

CLIENT:  Illinois Clean Energy 
Community Foundation, 
Chicago, IL 

DATES:  April 2011 – July 2013 

PROJECT:  Energy Program Training 

ROLE:  Project Manager 

CLIENT:  Energy Resources Center 
at the University of Illinois, 
Chicago, IL 

DATES:  April 2015 – May 2015 

PROJECT:  Ohio Energy Advocacy 

ROLE:  Project Manager 

CLIENT:  Confidential 

DATES:  April 2014 – July 2014 
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stakeholder communications. During his tenure Mr. Haas established a 30-person local office 
to support program operations, oversaw the complete redesign of the entire portfolio of 

program offerings, and achieved the highest levels of energy savings and cost effectives ever 
before realized throughout Focus on Energy’s long history. 

 
Mr. Haas managed a team to assist the 
Missouri Department of Natural Resources in 

the design, administration, and 
implementation of the State Energy Program 
(SEP) program funded through the American 

Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. 
Through these programs approximately $54 
million in incentive funding was provided to 

reduce energy use and create and retain jobs 
in the residential, commercial, industrial, and 

agricultural sectors. The projects were extremely successful saving a reported 195,697,944 

kWh cost effectively to all market sectors. In addition, U.S. DOE recognized the projects for 
developing a best practice project monitoring approach and the innovative Best-Price 
Program offering was awarded an Inspiring Efficiency Award from the Midwest Energy 

Efficiency Alliance and highlighted in the New York Times. 

 

Mr. Haas managed a team that provided 
comprehensive design, implementation, 
oversight, monitoring, and program 

management expertise for Missouri’s Energy 
Efficiency Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) 
Program funded through the American 

Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. The 
EECBG program, branded Energize Missouri 
Communities, provided approximately $12 

million in grant funding to eligible units of local 
government to conduct energy efficiency 
retrofits for the public sector including public 

buildings and water and wastewater treatment facilities, conduct rehabilitation of downtown 
areas via a “green streets” initiative, establish programs to support building code 
enforcement, and install on-site renewable energy generation systems on public buildings.  

 

PROJECT:  Missouri State Energy 
Program 

ROLE:  Project Manager 

CLIENT:  Missouri Department of 
Natural Resources, 
Jefferson City, MO 

DATES:  November 2009 – July 
2012 

PROJECT:  Missouri EECBG 

ROLE:  Project Manager 

CLIENT:  Missouri Department of 
Natural Resources, 
Jefferson City, MO 

DATES:  September 2009 – July 
2012 
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Mr. Haas assisted the Louisiana Department of 
Natural Resources in the design, 

administration, and implementation of the 
Renew Louisiana portfolio of energy programs 
and directly managed transportation, 

renewable energy, and government programs 
funded through the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act of 2009. The program 

distributed over $85 million to projects that 
increase the utilization of energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies throughout 
the state of Louisiana while creating and retaining jobs. 

 
Mr. Haas managed a project to assist the 

Chicagoland Metropolitan Agency for Planning 
(CMAP) and Elevate Energy with the 
implementation of the Energy Impact Illinois 

program. Funded through the US Department 
of Energy’s Better Buildings Program, Energy 
Impact Illinois is a partnership between the 

City of Chicago, the City of Rockford, the 
Illinois Department of Commerce and 
Economic Opportunity, and northern Illinois 

utilities with the mission of helping residents, businesses and non-profits reduce energy use. 
The alliance provides simplified access to information, financial mechanisms, and workforce 
resources that empower people to make their own energy impact.  

For this project Mr. Haas oversaw the customization of an Energy Program Management 
System (EPMS) that combined a project database, cost-effectiveness calculators, and CRM 

tools to provide program and project level tracking and reporting. In addition, through the 
project, monitoring assistance was provided to help ensure compliance with applicable 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) rules, regulations, and laws. 

 

Mr. Haas managed a project to assist the 

Illinois Department of Commerce and 
Economic Opportunity with the design and 
implementation of the Green Industry Business 

Development Grant Program. The program, 
funded through the State Energy Program 
(SEP), provided direct grants to support 

domestic renewable energy and energy 
efficiency adoption through the development 
of renewable energy and energy efficiency 

businesses and component manufacturers, 
producers of dedicated biomass crops, and the manufacturers of recycled content products. 

 

PROJECT:  Louisiana SEP and EECBG 

ROLE:  Project Manager 

CLIENT:  Louisiana Department of 
Natural Resources, Baton 
Rouge, LA 

DATES:  December 2009 –July 2011 

PROJECT:  Green Industry Business 
Development Grant 
Program 

ROLE:  Project Manager 

CLIENT:  Illinois Department of 
Commerce and Economic 
Opportunity, Chicago, IL 

DATES:  January 2009 - December 
2009 

PROJECT:  Energy Impact Illinois 

ROLE:  Project Manager 

CLIENT:  Chicago Metropolitan 
Agency for Planning, 
Chicago, IL 

DATES:  March 2009 -December 
2011 
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Mr. Haas, working with a team of energy 
program professionals, designed and 

implemented a program to establish 
community-based partnerships that enhanced 
the delivery of ComEd’s energy efficiency 

incentives to residential, commercial, and local 
government customers. Mr. Haas worked with 
four municipalities to develop energy plans to 

reduce the amount of energy used by 
residents, businesses, and within governmental operations while advancing municipal 
objectives. The program was found to deliver significantly higher participation rates and 

energy savings than in non-participating municipalities. 

PROJECT:  Community Energy 
Challenge 

ROLE:  Program Manager 

CLIENT:  ComEd Oak Brook, IL 

DATES:  December 2008 - 
December 2009 



 

Catalina Lamadrid, PMP, CEM, CDSM 
Principal 

 

Biography 
Ms. Lamadrid is a Principal and Founding Member at Inova Energy Group where she holds 

responsibilities for overall business management, company growth, and project execution. 

She has eight years of experience designing, administering, and implementing energy 

efficiency programs for utilities and public sector clients.  

Her expertise focuses on program management, marketing and outreach, and evaluation, 

measurement, and verification with an emphasis in QA/QC protocols and data analytics. She 

is also knowledgeable of environmental management and sustainability standards, and has 

successfully completed certifications under ISO 14001 Environmental Management Systems, 

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), and 

the Greenhouse Gas Reporting Protocol.  

Previously, Ms. Lamadrid served as Associate Director for Energy Programs at CB&I (formerly 

The Shaw Group), where was responsible for directing and managing energy programs, 

conducting business development activities, and maintaining client relationships.  

Ms. Lamadrid holds an MBA and an MS in Environmental Management from the Illinois 

Institute of Technology and a BS in Chemical Engineering from Monterrey TEC, in Mexico. She 

is fluent in English, Spanish, and French. 

  

 
HIGHLIGHTS 
• Over 8 years of experience working as an energy and sustainability consultant 

• Experience designing and administering energy programs for utilities and governments in 
multiple jurisdictions and serving multiple customer classes 

• Expertise focuses on program management, program design, marketing and outreach, data 
analytics, and QA/QC  

EDUCATION 

• MBA, Illinois Institute of Technology 

• MS, Environmental Management & Sustainability, Illinois Institute of Technology 

• BS Chemical Engineering, Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey (ITESM), 
Monterrey, México 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
• Phone: 312.714.6223 
• Email: clamadrid@inovaenergygroup.com 
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Project Experience 
 

Inova Energy Group is supporting the 

development of an end-to-end data tracking 

solution for PECO which includes, project 

management, configuration, customization, 

training, hosting, and support. During the early 

steps of the project, Inova led a series of 

meetings with numerous system users and 

stakeholders to introduce the objectives of the 

project and understand the needs and expectations of users. These needs were converted 

into system requirements that were used to customize the platform. In addition, the scope of 

work includes programming PECO’s energy efficiency and the demand response portfolio, 

and then inputting information for all measures contained within the Philadelphia Technical 

Reference Manual. 

 

Inova Energy Group supported the Iowa 

Economic Development Authority and the Iowa 

Department of Transportation in the 

development of the Iowa Energy Plan. The plan 

includes 15 objectives and 45 strategies that 

propose a balanced approach to encourage 

growth in all of Iowa’s energy sectors while 

emphasizing sustainable practices, economic 

development, and the research and 

development required to keep Iowa on the 

leading edge of energy innovation. 

Inova’s approach to development of the Iowa Energy Plan involved completing an 

assessment of current and future energy supply and demand, an examination of existing 

energy policies and programs, and identification of emerging energy challenges and 

opportunities. In addition, in the spirit of collaboration and inclusiveness, Inova led a 

comprehensive stakeholder engagement process that included a series of energy forums held 

throughout the state, establishing a platform for public comments, and facilitating working 

group discussions focused on the areas of economic development and energy careers, Iowa’s 

energy resources, transportation and infrastructure, and energy efficiency and conservation 

with a variety of subtopic focus areas. 

For this project Ms. Lamadrid served as Assistant Project Manager with responsibilities for all 

aspects of plan development and stakeholder engagement. 

 

PROJECT:  Iowa Energy Plan 

ROLE:  Project Sponsor and 
Assistant Project 
Manager 

CLIENT:  Iowa Economic 
Development Authority, 
Des Moines, IA 

DATES:  November 2015 – 
December 2016 

PROJECT:  PECO Tracking System 

ROLE:  Project Manager and 
Client Interface Manager 

CLIENT:  PECO, Philadelphia, PA 

DATES:  November 2016 – Present 
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Inova Energy Group is working with the 

California Energy Commission on a market 

research project that aims to understand the 

social, cultural, and behavioral aspects that 

affect Hispanics’ decisions to purchase energy 

efficient technologies, and behaviors associated 

with operating these technologies once 

installed.  

Consisting of just over 38% of California’s 

population, Hispanic households have 

historically had low participation in energy 

efficiency programs and are considered hard-to-

reach customers. Inova’s project uses a combination of research techniques including 

interviews with industry experts, energy use journals, in-home interviews with Hispanic 

households, and an analysis of energy usage data to advance the understanding of Hispanic 

beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions about energy efficiency. The project is being conducted in 

three areas of the state of California with high concentration of Hispanics. 

 

Inova Energy Group was retained by the 

Missouri Department of Economic Development 

to develop Missouri’s first Comprehensive State 

Energy Plan, which was released in October 

2015. The Plan charts a course toward a 

sustainable and prosperous energy future that 

will create jobs and improves the quality of life 

for Missourians. 

In developing the plan Inova assessed current 

and future energy supply and demand, compiled 

a comprehensive policy inventory, analyzed 

environmental and public health effects, and assessed economic opportunities and impacts. 

Inova also coordinated a series of public meetings held throughout Missouri, the 

establishment of a steering committee, and the engagement of over 300 key stakeholders to 

gather information, solicit feedback, and to better understand needed energy priorities. 

As part of Inova’s work, the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy featured 

Missouri’s Comprehensive State Energy Plan development process and lessons learned as a 

published paper. 

On this project, Ms. Lamadrid served as Deputy Project Manager as well as overall 

coordinator for development of the Plan with responsibility for managing a team of over 15 

policy analysts, engineers, designers, and planners to prepare policy recommendations for the 

state that are actionable and deliver lasting value to Missouri residents and businesses. 

 

PROJECT:  Missouri Comprehensive 
Statewide Energy Plan  

ROLE:  Deputy Project Manager 
and Plan Coordinator 

CLIENT:  Missouri Department of 
Economic Development, 
Jefferson City, MO 

DATES:  August 2014 – May 2015 

PROJECT:  Capturing Cultural 
Diversity in California 
Residential Energy 
Efficiency Potential 

ROLE:  Project Sponsor and 
Advisor 

CLIENT:  California Energy 
Commission, 
Sacramento, CA 

DATES:  May 2015 – May 2017 
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Ms. Lamadrid managed the AEP Ohio Bid to Win 

Program that targeted large commercial and 

industrial customers and consisted of two 

separate reverse auctions for over $5 million in 

financial incentives. During the auction pre-

qualified bidders submitted bids to “sell” energy 

efficiency services at an incentive price per 

kilowatt-hour ($/kWh). At the end of the auction period the bidder(s) with the lowest cost 

per kWh bid price became a recipient of a financial award for implementation of energy 

efficiency projects. The program leveraged the competitive nature of an auction combined 

with economic drivers to determine the most cost-effective incentive level for a given project, 

thereby driving down the cost of energy efficiency.  

 

AEP’s Energy Savers Program is a pilot initiative 

focused on developing partnerships with local 

governments to promote, and increase 

participation, in AEP’s residential and business 

program offerings. The pilot launched initially in 

four communities and later expanded to an 

additional five. Ms. Lamadrid was responsible for 

the program design which largely focused on 

providing training and education to the communities, and developing tools that could be 

used by these communities beyond the lifetime of the pilot. In addition, she served as an 

advisor to the client and the project manager through the lifecycle of the program.  

 

Focus on Energy is Wisconsin utilities’ 

statewide energy efficiency and renewable 

resource program for residents and businesses 

with approximately $100 million in annual 

program funding. From 2011 – 2013, Ms. 

Lamadrid led a team of business analysts that 

were responsible for developing internal 

policies, procedures, and protocols; supported 

KPI management through the development of 

dashboards, reports, and tools; maintained 

program databases; and benchmarked other energy programs and identified opportunities 

for improvement. 

In addition her responsibilities through 2014 included serving as primary contact for the 

Focus on Energy independent evaluator and representing the Program Administrator in 

Wisconsin’s Evaluation Working Group – a group composed of multiple stakeholders that 

provides policy support to the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin and directs evaluation 

activities.  

PROJECT:  Focus on Energy Program 
Administration  

ROLE:  Director Performance 
Management and 
Evaluation Expert 

CLIENT:  Wisconsin PSC,  
  Madison, WI 

DATES:  April 2011 – April 2014 

PROJECT:  Energy Savers Program  

ROLE:   Project Director 

CLIENT:  AEP Ohio, Columbus OH 

DATES:  September 2013 – April 
2014 

PROJECT:  Bid to Win Program  

ROLE:   Project Manager 

CLIENT:  AEP Ohio, Columbus OH 

DATES:  June 2013 – April 2014 
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During her tenure as Performance Management Director, Focus on Energy developed and 

deployed a comprehensive data tracking system, obtained ISO 14001 certification, and 

achieved record electric energy savings and cost-effectiveness results. 

 

Ms. Lamadrid had overall management 

responsibility for marketing and 

communication activities for Focus on Energy 

and led a team of marketing specialists, 

webmasters and designers. Her responsibilities 

included development of annual strategic 

marketing plans, coordination of all outreach 

and marketing activities, management of 

website content (www.focusonenergy.com), 

social media, and marketing materials and 

campaigns.  

In her role as Marketing and Communications Director, Ms. Lamadrid coordinated activities 

from 9 program implementers and 20 individual programs and ensured that all strategies and 

tactics were aligned and that marketing collateral followed brand standards. During her time 

as Director, Ms. Lamadrid led the efforts to develop and launch a new website as well as 

conduct a comprehensive brand revamp for all Focus on Energy materials and design 

 

Ms. Lamadrid served as assistant project 

manager for the design and implementation of 

Missouri’s State Energy program (SEP) funded 

through the American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act of 2009. In addition, Ms. 

Lamadrid had oversight over the commercial & 

industrial (C&I) program portfolio with a 

budget of $11 million in incentives for small and 

large businesses. Her responsibilities included 

conducting marketing and outreach, managing the allocation of incentives through a 

competitive process, monitoring project progress and performance, subgrantee management, 

development of an energy assessment software tool, and conducting training workshops 

around the state. 

 

PROJECT:  Focus on Energy Program 
Administration  

ROLE:  Director Marketing and 
Communications 

CLIENT:  Wisconsin PSC, 
  Madison WI 

DATES:  September 2011 – May 2013 

PROJECT:  Missouri State Energy 
Program 

ROLE:  C&I Portfolio Director 

CLIENT:  Missouri Department of 
Natural Resources, 
Jefferson City, MO 

DATES:  November 2009 – May 2011 
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Ms. Lamadrid managed a team that provided 

comprehensive design, implementation, 

oversight, monitoring, and program 

management expertise for Missouri’s Energy 

Efficiency Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) 

Program funded through the American 

Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. The 

EECBG program, branded Energize Missouri 

Communities, provided approximately $12 

million in grant funding to eligible units of local government to conduct energy efficiency 

retrofits for the public sector including public buildings and water and wastewater treatment 

facilities, conduct rehabilitation of downtown areas via a “green streets” initiative, establish 

programs to support building code enforcement, and install on-site renewable energy 

generation systems on public buildings.  

 

Ms. Lamadrid managed a project to develop a 

database software tool and dashboard to 

assist with the day-to-day management and 

reporting for the Renewable Energy Resources 

Program, administered by the Illinois 

Department of Commerce and Economic 

Opportunity (DCEO). The software was 

accompanied by a comprehensive report that 

covered ten years decade of program activity, 

clearly identified the outcomes of the 

Program, as well as the distribution of funding around the state via GIS maps. The report also 

made legislative recommendations related to the future of the Program. As Project Manager, 

Ms. Lamadrid was responsible for all aspects of the project including budget, revenue, 

staffing, program approach, program delivery, and stakeholder communications and 

involvement. 

 

Ms. Lamadrid participated in a project to assist 

the Louisiana Department of Natural 

Resources in the design, implementation and 

management of the Renew Louisiana 

programs funded through the American 

Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. The 

program distributed over $85 million to 

projects that increase the energy efficiency 

and renewable energy technologies 

throughout the state of Louisiana while creating and retaining jobs. 

Ms. Lamadrid was responsible for the design and implementation of the Energy Efficiency and 

Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) Program, through which funding was provided to eligible 

PROJECT:  Renewable Energy 
Resources Program Report  

ROLE:  Project Manager 

CLIENT:  Illinois Department of 
Commerce and Economic 
Opportunity, Chicago, IL  

DATES:  January 2010 – April 2011 

PROJECT:  Louisiana SEP and EECBG 

ROLE:  Program Manager 

CLIENT:  Louisiana Department of 
Natural Resources, Baton 
Rouge, LA 

DATES:  December 2009 -July 2011 

PROJECT:  Missouri EECBG 

ROLE:  Assistant Project Manager 

CLIENT:  Missouri Department of 
Natural Resources, 
Jefferson City, MO 

DATES:  September 2009 – May 
2011 
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parishes. In addition, she design and managed a program targeting efficient transportation 

initiatives, and renewable energy projects within the state.  

 

Ms. Lamadrid provided consulting services to 

the Chicago 2016 organization in incorporating 

sustainable practices into the International 

Olympic Committee (IOC) Evaluation 

Commission site visit. The project involved 

incorporating the principles of Climate Cool, 

Water Positive, Resource Saving, Habitat 

Friendly, and Legacy Sustainable into all 

aspects of the visit including operations, procurement, transportation, venues, and events. 

The project resulted in significant carbon reductions, decreased energy use, increased 

recycling rates, and highlighted Chicago’s commitment to a Blue-Green Games. 

PROJECT:  Chicago 2016 Bid 

ROLE:  Sustainability Consultant 

CLIENT:  Chicago Olympic Bid 
Committee, Chicago, IL 

DATES:  March 2009 -July 2009 



GADE ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP, LLC 
 

Mary A. Gade  

Gade Environmental Group, LLC  
444 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 3600  

Chicago, IL 60611  
Office: 312.755.3533  Cell: 608.669.8040  

mary.gade@yahoo.com 
 
 
EXPERIENCE 
 
Gade Environmental Group, LLC         2008 – Present    

President of an international consulting group providing legal and strategic advice to corporations, attorneys, 
not for profits, and individuals on environmental and energy issues, including climate change, sustainability, 
energy efficiency, air and water pollution, hazardous waste cleanup, homeland security, enforcement actions, 
litigation, and permitting. Special emphasis on regulatory problem solving and rulemaking at the Federal, 
state and local levels.   

 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Regional Administrator, Region 5      2006 – 2008 

Presidential appointee responsible for implementation and administration of the federal air, water, waste, 
pesticides, toxics, Superfund, Great Lakes emergency response and homeland security programs for the states 
of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota and for 35 Tribal Governments. Designated 
Great Lakes National Program Manager. Managed the United States Environmental Protection Agency's 
largest regional office with a staff of over 1,200 people and a budget of approximately one billion dollars. 

 
Sonnenschein, Nath & Rosenthal  
Environmental Practice Group, Chicago, IL & Washington, DC   1999 – 2006 

Partner responsible for national environmental practice including:  Clean Air Act issues (ozone transport, 
NSR, PSD, fine particulate and regional haze, Title V permitting); Clean Water Act issue; regulatory affairs 
and rulemaking proceedings at federal and state levels; compliance counseling on all environmental areas; 
Brownfield redevelopment issues; siting and licensing of environmentally sensitive public and private 
properties; litigation, enforcement defense and Superfund proceedings; water pollution matters; and 
environmental issues arising in corporate and real estate transactions.  

 
Hopkins & Sutter 
Environmental Practice Group Chair, Chicago, IL & Washington, DC  1999 

Partner responsible for all aspects of a major law firm's environmental practice including regulatory affairs, 
compliance, counseling, air and water issues, Brownfield redevelopment siting and licensing and commercial 
transactions and Superfund cleanup. 

 
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 
Director, Springfield, IL       1991-1999 

Cabinet member responsible for implementation and administration of all environmental laws and programs 
for the State of Illinois.  Served as policy advisor to the Governor on environmental issues.  Managed a staff 
of 1400 and a budget of almost one billion dollars.  Acted as consultant to the World Bank on a project with 
National Environmental Protection Agency of China on hazardous waste management.  Worked with U.S. 
Agency for International Development on environmental monitoring project in the Baltic Republics. 
Designed and implemented U.S. TIES project with China, UNEP, and World Bank on pollution prevention 
in 3 key industry sectors.  Received two White House Awards for Agency’s model efforts at government 
reinvention.  



GADE ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP, LLC 
 

 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Solid Waste & Emergency Response 
Deputy Assistant Administrator, Washington, D.C.    1989-1991 

Senior career official responsible for managing and directing all aspects of the Federal solid and hazardous 
waste program.  Responsible for planning and implementation, policy and regulatory development, 
enforcement, Congressional and public affairs, development and management of a two billion dollar annual 
budget, and human resource management of a 4,500 person national workforce.  U.S. representative to the 
Canadian Law Reform Commission's Environmental Subcommittee.  

 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Waste Management Division 
Associate Division Director for Superfund, Chicago, IL                                        1987-1989 

Managed the largest Superfund program in the country.  Responsible for overseeing a 200 million dollar 
budget and a diversified, senior level technical and professional staff of 300 performing remedial cleanup 
actions, emergency response, and enforcement in six Midwestern states.  

 
U.S Environmental Protection Agency, Waste Management Division 
Deputy Director, Chicago                                                                                        1986-1987 

Directed the largest Regional hazardous and solid waste management program in the country.  Responsible 
for planning, budget, policy decisions, state and community liaison, and human resource management.  

 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Regional Counsel 
Associate Regional Counsel, Chicago, IL     1983-1986 

Supervised a staff of 45 attorneys and paralegals responsible for all Regional legal activity relating to 
implementation and enforcement of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act and Superfund.  Assisted 
in the development of U.S. regulations on hazardous waste export.  

 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Regional Counsel 
Assistant Regional Counsel, Chicago, IL     1978-1983 

Provided legal advice and representation on Clean Air Act litigation and worked with six states on review 
and approval of State Implementation Plans and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act authorization.  

 
Roosevelt University, Geography Department 
Part-time Instructor, Chicago, IL      1980-1989 

Taught environmental courses including "Industry and the Environment", "World Resource Management" 
and "Environmental Law for Non-Lawyers" to upper-level and graduate students.  

 
Continental Bank 
Trust Department Advisor, Chicago, IL     1977-1978 

Administered trusts and probate estates, determined trust investment eligibility and researched tax and trust 
questions.  

 
EDUCATION 
 
Harvard University, Kennedy School of Government   
Graduate. Summer Program for State and Local Officials 
Boston, MA, 1996 
 
Washington University School of Law 
Juris Doctor. President, Student Bar Association 
St. Louis, MO, 1977 
 
 



GADE ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP, LLC 
 

University of Wisconsin 
B.A. in Environmental Studies and Italian; Phi Beta Kappa 
Madison, WI, 1974 
 
Universita di Bologna 
Junior Year Abroad  
Bologna, Italy, 1972-1973 
 



MARK N. TEMPLETON 
ASSOCIATE CLINICAL PROFESSOR OF LAW AND 

DIRECTOR, ABRAMS ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CLINIC 
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO LAW SCHOOL 

 
 
OFFICE:  The University of Chicago 
   Abrams Environmental Law Clinic at the 

Edwin F. Mandel Legal Aid Clinic 
   6020 South University Avenue 
   Chicago, Illinois 60637 
   (773) 702-9611 
 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE: 
 
2012 – Present  The University of Chicago Law School 
   Edwin F. Mandel Legal Aid Clinic 
   Chicago, Illinois 
 
   Associate Clinical Professor of Law (2015 – present) 
   Assistant Clinical Professor of Law (2012 – 2014) 
   Director, Abrams Environmental Law Clinic (2012 – present) 
   Research Affiliate, Energy Policy Institute at Chicago (EPIC) 
 

Subjects taught include the Environmental Law Clinic, Environmental Law, 
Greenberg Seminar (Chicago’s Natural History), Energy Law and Policy, 
Intensive Trial Practice Workshop, and Pre-Trial Advocacy. 
 
Committee service includes University Office of Sustainability Advisory Council 
(2016-present), Law School Clinical Committee (2014-15), Law School Public 
Interest Committee (2015-present), and Law School Legal Writing Committee 
(2016-present). 

 
2010 – 2016  Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Trust 
   St. Louis, Missouri 
   Executive Director of the Office of Independent Trustees 

(2010 – 2011, full-time; 2012 – 2016, as consultant) 
Trustee of the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Trust (2016) 

 
2009 – 2010  State of Missouri, Department of Natural Resources 
   Jefferson City, Missouri 
   Department Director 
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2005 – 2009  Yale Law School 
   New Haven, Connecticut 
   Associate Dean for Finance and Administration and Chief Operations Officer 
 
2001 – 2005  McKinsey & Company 
   San Francisco, California and Washington, DC 
   Engagement Manager 
 
2000 – 2001  U.S. State Department 
   Washington, DC 

Special Assistant and Senior Advisor to Assistant Secretary of State for 
Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor 

Advisor to U.S. Delegation to U.N. Commission on Human Rights 
 
1999 – 2000  Human Rights Documentation Center 
   Bangkok, Thailand 
   Office Director 
 
Summer 1998  O’Melveny & Myers, Entertainment Law Department 
   Century City, California 
   Summer Associate 
 
Summer 1997  South Asia Human Rights Documentation Centre 
   New Delhi, India 
   Research Associate 
 
1994 – 1996  Goldman Sachs, Fixed Income Division 
   New York, New York 
   Financial Analyst 
 
1992 – 1993   Let’s Go, Inc.  
   Cambridge, Massachusetts 
   Publishing Director 
 
Prof. Templeton consulted to the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Trust and the Nevada Environmental 
Response Trust. 
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EDUCATION: 
 
Yale Law School 
New Haven, Connecticut 
▪ J.D., 1999 
▪ Robert Bernstein International Human Rights Fellow, 1999 – 2000  
▪ Khosla Prize for Human Dignity, 1999 
▪ Research Assistant for Prof. Harold Hongju Koh 
▪ Student Director, Lowenstein Human Rights Clinic 
▪ Senior Editor & Admissions Committee Member, Yale Law Journal 
▪ Participant, Nonprofit Organizations Clinic 
 
Harvard College 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 
▪ A.B. magna cum laude in Social Studies, March 1994 
▪ John Harvard Scholarship; Harvard National Scholarship 
▪ Senior News Editor, The Harvard Crimson  
▪ Publishing Director, Let’s Go travel guides  
 
 
ADDITIONAL TEACHING EXPERIENCE: 
 
April 2016  University of Chicago Civic Leadership Academy 
April 2015  Instructor: Managing Predicable Surprises session 
   Co-instructor: Leading Boldly, Without Sinking the Ship session 
 
January 2012  Washington University in St. Louis Olin School of Business 
   Adjunct Lecturer, Executive MBA program: Enterprise Risk Management course 
 
Spring 2011;  Washington University in St. Louis School of Law 
Fall 2011  Adjunct Professor: Introduction to Energy Law and Policy mini-course 
 
January 2008;  Yale Law School 
January 2007  Co-leader: Negotiation reading group  
 


